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THE GOING OF THE CHIEF

The last Friday of camp as usual was the night
reserved for the traditional Going of the Chief
ceremony. First, we assembled in the rec hall and saw
'"wo interesting slide shows on the 1993 season. The
first slide show was presented by Dan Webster and the
tripping staff and it showed all the places the trippers
had taken the Kawanhee campers this year. The
scenery was fantastic! Next, we saw a slide show put
together by Mark Nelson and Mike Altmaier on the
camp season right here on the shores of Lake Webb.
V[e relived many of the great memories of the 1993
season and wished we could do them again soon!

After the slide shows we assembled at council
point for the Going of the Chief. After Chief Sachem,
Herb Birch, called the Chief, the Chief appeared out of
the woods and into the council ring. The Chief then
requested that the sachems from each lodge report to
the center of the campfire and read the message they
had written to the campers of 1994. As usual it was
full of good advice for having a gxeat summer at
Kawanhee. It will be read again at the Coming of the
Chief the first week of the 1994 season. After the
message was read the Chief requested that the great
central fire be lit. After this was done the Chief spoke
to all assembled campers,staff and guests. The Chief
reminded us that.we had aii given of ourseives to make
Kawanhee a great place during the summer, now the
Chief wanted us to take from Kawanhee. Take the
great experiences and the growth we had each
developed through the season. Hopefully,we would take
those things from Kawanhee and be a better person in
our respective lives wherever they may be. To
symbolize this taking, the Chief asked each sachem to
take a brand from the central fire and light a smaller
fire representing each lodge.

The Chief closed the ceremony with some
meaningful words of forever inscribing the Kawanhee
"K" on our hearts and then he placed his brand in the
fire and he disappeared in the woods, but his words
will last forever as they always have.

THE MAROONS DEFEAT GREYS WITH A
L.AflE SUMMER RUSH

The Maroons defeated the Greys this year in
the Kawanhee team competition by outscoring them
6L,739 to 52,258. The score r{/as a surprise to many
Kawanhee observers who had expected a much closer
season-ending score. The competition had been one of
the closest on record up through the frfth week of camp
and many expected a close finish. But the Maroons had
other ideas as they put a fantastic finish to easily win
the competition. As the score was announced by
longtime Kawanhee scorekeeper B.A. Altmaier a hush
fell over the dining hall and then cheers from the
delighted Maroons. Captain Russ Jessen was treated,
of course, to the traditional lake 'swim' by his team.
Although Grey Captain Alan Michalak had lost, his
team knew they had tried their best and it just wasn't
in the cards this year to win the race. Both Captains
did a great job and B.A. would like to thank both
Captains for their effort and dedication. B.A. would
also like to thank his computer experts and beauties,
Kathy Mondell and Mary Birch, for all their help and
support. Words can't express how much they have
meant to scoremaster B.A. this past summer. God bless
and see everyone in ten moons.

WINNER OF THE WILLIAM BRUTSCHER AWARD
AND HIGH POINT WINNER 1993

Kurtis Coursen--2280

THE TOP 25 HIGH POINT WINNERS
Javier Velasquez 2255, PJ Beauchamp 2010, Mario
Padilla 2005, Alex Greene 1875, William Burbine 1800,
Nacho Dosal 1735, Jose Gonzalez L625, Jason
Kokernak 1600, Adam Cook 1580, Gonzalo De Armas
1575, Carlos Gonzalez 1525, Jim Barnes 1510, Matt
Rothman 1510, Luis Gonzalez L475, Jorge Marcial
1420, Tom Papa L420, Sam Tillett 1395, Richard Bode
1385, Luis Roca 1365, Robert Hayward 1365, Chris

Berg 1355, Adam Ramsay 1320, Pedro Pons 1310.
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ARCHERY

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr.

CHAMPION

Eduardo Natanowicz

Sam Tillett

Darren Belskis
Inigo Oyarzabal

P.J. Donahue

Hector Pons

Brad Fichter

1993 RIBBON AWARDS

RUNNER.UP

Jeronimo Velasquez

Brad Fichter
Brian Schreyer
Jamie Rubio
Gonazalo de Armas

Peter Cartei

Jim Barnes

Nate Duncan

Alex Mathews

Adam Ramsay
Chris Berg

Brian Jacobs

Josh Purcell

Trevor Griffin

Carey Flaherty

MOST IMPROVED

Hector Pons

David Girard

Tim Johnston

Sebastian Keiper-Knorr

Jeronimo Velasquez

Luis Gonzalos

Brian Osar
Nacho Dosal

Simon Doolittle
Nick Aiello

Joey Clarke

Brian Osar

Torrey Liddell

Sebastian Keiper-Knorr

BASEBALL

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr

BASKETBAIL

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr.

Richard Bode

Clint Mondell

Joey Clarke
Jim Barnes

Mario Padilla

Shawn Maxwell

Clint Mondell
Simon Doolittle

SPECIAL AWARDS

Sr. League Jim Mullen
Adam Ramsay

Jr. League Jason Kokernak

P1ay-Offs Richard Bode
Brad Fichter
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BOATING

Jr. C Jim Barnes Jake Jones

Jr. B Pedro Pons fim DeVoe

Jr. A Alex Greene Jorge Marcial

Sr. Rob Hunter Ben FindleY

BOATER OF THE YEAR = Adam Barnes

CAI\{PCRAFT

Jr. C Rob Hayward Jake Jones

Jr. B Ed Watson Gerrado Carreras
Sam fiIlett

Jr. A Torrey Liddell C.J. Clarke
Alex Greene

Sr. Brian Huntington Kevin Bonasera

SILVER SPAfiILA AWARD = Tim Donahey

Jim Barnes

Adam Barnes

Jake Jones

Sean Duncan
Brian Jacobs

Trevor Griftin

Eric West

Eduardo Natanowicz

Pedro Pons
Jake Kaplan
Robbie Leveen
Brian Jacobs
Matt Berg
Josh Purcell

Mario Padilla

Andrew Nozic
Eric West

Jeff Abbott

Ed Watson

Adam Cook

Raul Marcial

Joey Clarke

Kurt Coursen

Bill Burbine

Donald van Remoortere

Joey Clarke

Sam Tillett

Filippo Cosmelli

Chris Berg

Joey Clarke

Sam Tillett

Georg Nehammer

Travis Hatley

KAYAKING

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr.

RANGE

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Jorge Marcial

Michael Leitmer

Jake Jones

Tim DeVoe

Jamie Rubio

Matthieu ChabanisSr
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SAJLING

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr.

SWIMMING

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr.

Rob Hayward

Kurt Coursen

Torrey Liddell

Diego Campo
Adam Ramsay

Rob Hayward

Carlos Gonzalez

Todd Fichter

Enrique Pons

Jim Barnes

Albert Calice

Tom Papa

Luke Koplitz

Jeff Abbott

Luis Gonzalez

Jorge Marcial

Ben Findley

Francisco de Alba

Mark van den Broeck

Javier Velasquez
Richard Bode

Chris Colahan

Eduardo Natanowic
Jeronimo Velasquez

Carlos Gonzalez

Tom Papa
Nacho Dosal

Diego Campo

Jake Jones

Gerado Caneras

Alex Greene

Chris Berg

Jake Jones

Kurt Coursen

Filippo Cosrnelli

Matt Rothman

Richard Amtmann

Brad Fichter

Bill Burbine

Gustavo Stieglitz

Francisco de Alba

Jose Gonzalez

Torrey Liddell

Paul Latowsky

SKIING

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr

SOCCER

Jr. C

Jr. B

Jr. A

Sr

Eduardo Natanowicz

Enrique Reyes

Gonzalo de Armas

Adam Ramsay
Borja Oyarzabal

Hector Pons

Kurt Coursen

Richard Bode

Adam Ramsay
Jose Gomez
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Sr

TENNIS

11 and under Jose Gonzalez Javier Velasquez

13 and under Richard Bode Peter Kelly

16 and under P.J. Beauchamp Lorenzo Marcelli-Flori

VOLLEYBALL

Jr. C Hector Pons Francico de Alba

Jr. B Pedro Pons
Luis Gonzalez
Carlos Gonzalez

Jr. A Jim Mullen Nacho Dosal

Sr Diego Campo Adam Ramsay

PLAYER OF THE YEAR = Simon Doolittle

Rob Hayard
Jim Barnes

Ed Watson
Sean Duncan

Chris Unick
P.J. Beauchamp

Sebastian Keiper-Knorr

Jeronimo Velasquez

Kurt Coursen

Fillipo Cosmelli

Paul Lawtowsky

WRESTLING
60 LBS.

70 LBS.

80 LBS.

90 LBS.

lOO LBS.

110 LBS.

120 LBS.

130 LBS.

Jeronimo Velasquez

Nacho Dosal

Jorge Marcial

Alex Greene

Tom Papa

Kris Hamwi

Shawn Maxwell

Adam Ramsay

Hector Pons

Brad Fichter

Jim Barnes

Carlos Gonzalez

Darren Belskis

Gerardo Carreras

Ryan Barrett

Matthieu Chabanis

Lorenzo Maselli-Flori

Chris Berg

Martin Leitner

Ben Findley

Franciso de Alba

Javier Velasquez

Jim Barnes

Kurt Coursen

Pedro Pons

Lucas Pliakis

Ryan Barrett

Pete Ifulley
John Tarry

Eric West

Andrew Nozik

Georg Nehammer

140 LBS.

150 LBS.

160 LBS.

180 LBS.

HEA\TYWI.

Kevin Bonasera

Diego Campo

Inigo Oyarzabal

Nick Aiello

Matt Rothman
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PLAQUE ACHIEVEMENTS

Finishing a Kawanhee Plaque means
completing the three levels in each of the fifteen
activities in a campers age bracket. These divisions are
Junior C, Junior B, Junior A, and Senior. Junior C
includes Falcon and Panther lodges. Junior B includes
Pinetree,Hawk,Deer,Birch and Coyote. Junior A
includes Beaver, Moose, Lynx, and Wildcat. Senior
inclues Bear,Loon, Crow and Badger. Usually a
Kawanhee camper takes several summers to complete
a plaque. Fifteen boys finished their plaques this
summer. This included Diego Campo who was one of
the few campers who has completed his senior plaque
in the last twenty years.

COMPLETED PI,AQUES

C Division
Jim Barnes
Robert Hayward
Luis Roca

B Division
Ryan Barrett
William Burbine
Adam Cook
Kurt Coursen(finished in one year)
Gonzalo De Armas
Brad Fichter
Alex Greene
Raul Marcial
Alex Mathews
Tom Papa
Chris Unick

Senior Division
Diego Campo(finished in one year)

CAMP SIGN.O-WATHA

Camp Kawanhee was fortunate to become a
part of a project for deaf-developmentally disabled
adults for a week after Kawanhee was ofticially closed.
At Sign-A-Watha, campers communicated with both
hearing and deaf counselors using American Sign
Language (ASL), written English and visual gestures.
The camp provided an opportunity to see if such a
group situation could work and it was a special pilot
project. Although only 16 campers could take part this
year, the Deaf Services Coordinator, Meryl Troop, had
to turn away applicants. They plan to open it up to
more people next year. Many counselors and staffers

and both public and private agencies donated their
services to the camp. The number of staff members is
high because of the different needs in running a camp
for deaf adults with mental retardation. In addition to
the usual camp activities such as swimming and
hiking, campers also took part in special "funshops".
There were deaf instructors for the funshops to provide
campers with positive role models. One such instructor
was Barbara Burbank of Sidney who travels to craft
shows throughout Maine selling her handiwork. She
spent Tuesday afternoon showing campers how to
fashion cornhusk dolls. Spindleworks of Brunswick
provided table looms and instructors for a weaving
class. All the weavers at Spindleworks are people with
mental retardation and are successful artisans. Other
activities included dyeing camp T-shirts, karate and
dancing classes, hearing dog and wood-carving
demonstrations. The first goal was for everyone to have
fun. The second hope was that everyone, counselors
and campers and the deaf and the hearing would learn
something new. The group was fortunate to have the
advice and guidance of John Bell, Director of Boating
and Canoeing during the regular Kawanhee season,
and former Director of Activities at Kawanhee.

THE J.C. PROGRAM

This summer Kawanhee's J.C. (Junior
Counselors) were given the opportunity to participate
in what was termed the "J.C. Program", while making
the transition from camper to counselor.The purpose of
the project was to assist J.C.'s in establishing networks
with other counselors and offer a variety of options to
choose during Days Off and Nights Out.

A counselor room equipped with television and
VCR was provided and many JCs participated in
supervised days off. The day offtrips included:visits to
Freeport shopping; Old Orchard Beach and Old Port in
Portland; Quincy Market and Harvard Square in
Boston; and several visits to Auburn and Farmington
for movies and McDonald's.

ARCHERY

Today, August 14th, wraps up another
incredible season in Archery. There are so many
anecdotes which could be related that it rvould take up
the entire issue of the "Wigwam". However, it is a fact
that a new record for medals (554) and Robin Hoods
(42) was set which is a tribute to the enthusiasm and
hard work on the part of so many of the campers.

The popular Robin Hood program at Kawanhee
includes Junior C, Junior B, Junior A, and Senior
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divisions. In order to qualify to shoot a Robin Hood at
the Junior C or Junior B level, a camper must have
completed all the medals through the Lst medal at 30
meters. The camper then must shoot 30 arrows at
each of the L5,20, and 30 meter lines accumulating at
least 500 points. To qualifr to shoot a Junior A Robin
Hood, a camper must have completed all the medals
through the lst one at the 40 meter line. Thirty
arrows must be shot at each of the 20, 30, and 40
meter lines with a total score of at least 500. Finally,
the Senior Robin Hood candidate must have completed
all the Camp Archery Association medals and must
shoot 30 arrows from each of the 30, 40, and 50 meter
lines. Again, a score of 500 or better must be earned
for the Senior Robin Hood.

This year, we began the 600 club for those
campers who shot 600 or better. Those campers who
became members are: Adam Barnes-609, Matt Berg-
693, Brad F\chter-642, Carlos Gonazlez-€O?, Luis
Gonzalez-653, Brian Schreyer-662, Darren Belskis-662,
Bill Burbine-642, Lucas Pliakis-600, and Peter Cartei,
638. We congratulate these Kawanheeans on their
outstanding achievement.
The Robin Hood Awards for 1993 include:

Junior B: Adam Barnes, Jim Ba-rnes, Matt Berg,
Gerardo Carreras, Tim Cook, Paco De Alba, Nate
Duncan, Brad Fichter, David Girard, Carlos Gonzalez,
Luis Gonzalez, Jose Gonzalez, Robbie Hayward,
Eduardo Natanowicz, Brian Osar, Luis Roca, Brian
Schreyer, Sam Tillett, Jeronimo Velasquez, and Ed
Watson.

Junior A: Darren Belskis, Bill Burbine, Adam Cook,
Nacho Dosal, Alex Greene, Tim Johnston, Kris Hamwi,
Jason Kokernak, Mario Padilla, Lucas Pliakis, Pedro
Pons, and Javier Velasquez

Senior: Jacobo Calderon, Peter Cartei, Gonzalo De
Armas, Sabastian Keiper-Knorr, Matt Rothman, Jaime
Rubio, and Ted Slee

Staff: Kate Schoedinger, Nancy van den Honert, and
Mike Yecies

Chuck and I would like to thank our wonderful J.C.'s,
Carlos Canas and David Price and our great C.I.T.,
P.J. Donahue, for helping to make this our most
productive season yet. We'll see you in 10 moons!

SWIMMING

The 1993 camp season ended with a flurry of
activity in the Swimming Department. TVenty

campers completed the ten mile swim for a total of
2,000 miles swum, or 112,000laps. That's a lot of laps!
The Bass Rock Swim was another activity during the
sixth week. The Swimming Department rowed twenty
four campers across to the rock, and Captains Russ
Jessen and Alan Michalak rowed another twenty four
Grey and Maroon team members. The Swimming
Department would like to thank both Captains for the
amount of extra work they put in on behalf of their
teams. Campers were very active in the department
this summer, resulting in 10,000 points scored in level
work, and another 6,000 in Basic Lifesaving and
Lifeguard Training. Congratulations go to all the boys

for the hard work they did, helping to make this one of
the best swimming summers ever. We are all looking
forward to seeing all of you back next summer, and
continue where we left off.

SENIOR LEAGUE BASKETBALL
REGUI,AR SEASON STAT LEADERS:

POINTS: Jacobo Calderon 17.3
Jim Mullen 17.0
Simon Doolittle 16.0

REBOUNDS: Simon Doolittle 12.0
Jason Kokernak 11.0
Carey Flaherty 8.3

STEALS: Diego Campo 4.8
Jim Mullen 4.0
Mike Compher 4.0

ASSISTS: Armando Rivera 3.8
Jacobo Calderon 3.2
Jim Mullen 3.0

TEAM STANDINGS (regular season)
1. ORI,ANDO MAGIC 4-O

2. CHICAGO BULLS 3-3
3. BOSTON CELTICS 3.3
4. PHOENTX SI]NS I.4

PLAY-OFF MATCH UPS
1 VS.4 2 VS. 3
Winners to finals

CELTICS EDGE BULLS 47-45IN OT
After trailing2S-t5 at the half the Celts rallied

behind 21 points from Adam Ramsay to send the game
into overtime. Jacobo Calderon and P.J. Marti paced

the Bulls with 16 points each. Jim Mullen tossed in 13

for the Celtics and played great defense causing
numerous Chicago turnovers.
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ORLANDO MAGIC 1993 NBA CHAMPS!!!!
1993 NBA Champions are the Orlando Magic

after their 30-24 victory over the Boston Celtics. The
Magic's high scorer was Carey F'laherty with 11.

Armando Rivera added 8. For the Celtics who ended
the season with a 2-3 record Jim Mullen hit for 11

points.

ACC ACTION!!!!
Semi-final:
DUKE VERSUS NORTH CAROLINA

UNC proved to be too much for the Blue Devils
as they advanced to the finals with a balanced scoring
effort. For North Carolina who ended the regular
season at 2-L, three scored in double figures. Todd
Fichter led the way with 18, Torey Liddell tallied 15,

and Rich Bode added 11. Duke which had a tough
season at 0-4 used 9 points from Trevor Griffin and 7

from Billy Burbine respectively.

ACC FINALS:
UNC UPSETS GEORGIA TECH

Todd Fichter powered UNC to the 48-38
championship win over the Yellow Jackets with 21
points. Also for the Tar Heels Rich Bode had 13.

Georgia Tech's Jason Kokernak lit up the floor with 23
points, keeping his team in the game and nailing the
only three point field goal at the buzzer. C.J. Clarke
added 6.
-Diana Belskis

HANK AARON LEAGUE WRAP UP

In the first playoff game in H.A.L., the
Bubblelicious defeated the Pee Wee's Pals by a score of
15 - 2. The winning pitcher was Chris Berg. He also

carried his team going 3-3 with 4 RBI's and 2 runs.
Jason Kokernak helped the winners with 4 RBI's. The
loosing pitcher was Jim Papa. He was supported by
Nick Aiello who went 2-3 with 1 RBI.

In the Championship game, the Nature Boys
prevailed 11-7. For the loosers, Jim Mullen went 2-4
with 2RBI's and L run. The winning pitcher was Simon
Doolittle, who ended up being the MVP. He was
supported by Matt Rothman who went 4'4 with 2

RBI's.
-P.J. Marti

Yes, fans, the brooms came out of the closet as

the Black Storm swept the Orange Juicers in two
straight games to take the Kawanhee Little League
World Series. In the first game the score was close for
the first half of the game until the Storm put it
together with several big innings and the final turned
out to be 14-1 ! Luis Gonzalez had a great game for the
Storm going three for three with five RBl's.Richard
Bode contributed a one for two night with two
RBl's.Richard Bode also pitched for the Storm as he

shut the Juicers attack.
In game two the Storm also cruised to a easy 5-2
victory.The Storm was always in command as Richard
Bode again led the way with a two for three night with
two runs scored and one run batted in.Luis
Gonzalez,Brian Schreyer,and Nacho Dosal also chipped
in with hits. Brad Fichter pitched for the Storm and
did an outstanding job.For the Juicers,Matt Berg had
an outstanding game as he tried to stop the Storm by
himself. Matt went three for three but couldn't frnd a
way to score a run.Alex Matthews did a good job
pitching for the Juicers as he kept his team in the
game.But the Storm was just too strong and
congratulations go out to this talented team and their
well earned Kawanhee Little League Championship!

A DAY IN THE LAUNDRY AT KAWANHEE

Each boy's weekly laundry bag is a unique
experience providing insight into the realities of a boy's
life at camp. Usually the clothes are damp if not
actually soggy. Sand, small sticks and smudge are
cemented to towels and shorts. Socks are in scrunched
up wads. Sheets sometimes have knots in the corners.
Jeans are apt to have jockey shorts inside them and
unbelievable things fall out of pockets. This is rather
standard for all boys. It is the individual variation in
bag content that never ceases to surprise. The contents
a boy selects each week to be washed are not only
fascinating but puzzling as well. Here are some
examples:

a) 12 boxer shorts, 2 towels, and no clothes

b) 17 unmatched socks, several T-shirts, and a
few towels, some shorts, and no
underwear

c) 10 shorts, underwear, numerous shirts and
towels plus four fishing lures

d) 2 sheets, a T-shirt, a bathing suit, and 2

tubes of toothpaste
e) 6 socks, 4 beach towels, some blue jeans and
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FLAHERTY CRUSHES SUNS 55-9
Shawn Maxwell scored the only basket for the

Suns in the first half and ended with a team high of
five points. Carey Flaherty scored 23 points for the
Magic and Inigo Oyarzabal added 20.

BLACK STORMS SWEEP THE WORLD SERIES!



20 items of clean clothes left in the bag
from last week

f) Miscellaneous clothes, two unfinished letters,
bubblegum, and hiking boots

g) A rain poncho, someone else's clothes,
fishing lures, and sheets

h) Two blankets, a swim suit, and four ping
pong balls.

Lost and found clothes are accumulated on a table in
the laundry. Here you will invariably find zillions of
socks, rain ponchos, a vast variety of beach towels,
endless t-shirts, miscellaneous shoes, frayed towels,
swim suits, and huge sweatshirts. Clothes with names
are returned to the camper unless he has gone home.
What one seldom sees either in a laundry bag or lost &
found is a wash cloth, a pillow case, or a matched pair
of socks. One boy came to the laundry carrying an arm
load of elcthes for the lost & found. When we checked
for names, ten items were his! And so it goes--we carry
on humming our theme song:

Move it over, move it over
Move it right over there
There's another dirt load coming up the road
So, move it over there!

We have learned that the realities of boyhood are that
scramble clothes, spiced with the unexpected are an
indication of a successful summer in camp!
-Liz Hall

AS KAWANHEE TURNS

Larry Hinds visted camp with his videocam in
hand and happily taped the camp to take back to
Arizona. He and his wife have purchased a home near
Weld and will move here permanently from Arizona as

soon as all arrangements can be made. We welcome
our loyal camp supporter back to the area and hope
that he makes many visits to camp! Doug Means and
his wife Doreen with their two children vacationed at
the Kawanhee Inn and enjoyed seeing the camp,
canoeing the lake, and doing some serious biking in the
area. Doug was a camper and counselor here and also
is a loyal supporter of camp. Bill and Marti (Myers)
Albershardt and their girls from Maryland visited
camp and attended the Going of the Chief. Lake Webb
also lured Dick and Joan Miller from Wesleyan
University, Middletown, CT for a vacation in their
summer home here. The Miller family have a long
association with Camp Kawanhee with Dick's father
being Dean Miller and his brother is Ross Miller. Both
Dick and Ross (Bud) have sons who also attended

camp. A very welcome "guest" and volunteer was in
camp the last 2 V2 weeks--Mrs. Elizabeth Compher
Hall better known as "Liz". Liz was a nurse in camp
for several years and her son is Chuck Compher, Jr.
who directs Archery. Liz, bless her heart, likes change
so she comes and works in the laundry to help lftisty
Ring and Rebekah Diminick in the closing days of
camp. She visits with her son and his family and also
visits with all her friends from Kawanhee. She is very
talented and rnakes handsome silver jewelry while
wintering in Arizona. Liz maintains that doing laundry
is very relaxing (?!!) as opposed to the nursing
profession. She and her husband Tom also plan a
sailing vacation after Arizona and with another couple
rent a schooner and sail for three weeks--this year it
was in the Caribbean. Thank you, Liz, for your
wonderful help and also for the clever article in this
issue ofthe Wigwam entitled ADAYIN I,AUNDRYAT
KAWANHEE. Incidentally, Liz' son Ch'ack anC all
three grandsons were Captains of Teams while at
Kawanhee!What a record!Visited with Bob and Sally
Cory who have a summer home on the beach and have
vacationed here for many years. Their relationship
with Kawanhee goes back a lot of years--Mr. Cory
spoke of a picture of the Birch Lodge taken in 1927

when he was a camper and his Senior Counselor was
Tom Emerson. Mr. Emerson became a law professor at
Yale and was a very distinguished leader in the Civil
Rights Movement. Mr. Emerson died only recently.
Will Fleming has made a big move--He has joined
Convenience Products Corporation with a friend from
Wharton, marketing unique products to convenience,
grocery, and drugstore chains. He is now located in
Boca Raton, Fl. Our best to you, Will, in your new
venture. Tom Christensen, a former camper in the
1960 era, had fun showing his daughter all around
Kawanhee. Nan Windle Wright and her brother Chuck
Windle have presented the camp with some
memorabilia associated with their father Howell
Windle and also their grandfather Rafe Marshall. We
appreciate having these things and they will be placed
in the dining hali.

{,**.cAlrdp KAWANHEE FOUNDATION*II'|.
For those Kawanhee Friends who wish to

participate, the Camp Kawanhee Foundation provides
scholarships for carefully selected boys regardless of
race, color, or creed so that these boys can be enrolled
at Kawanhee. The Camp's Board of Directors
recognizes that the Foundation has been a positive
advancement, and will continue to prove to be a
strengthening force for Camp Kawanhee, not only
financially, but by bringing to our Camp qualified boys
of high moral character who are worthy of such an
honor and who will contribute positively by their own
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attitude and participation. Any person, company, or
organization wishing to donate to this IRS approved
tax deductible Foundation, please make check payable
to and mail to:

CAMP KAWANHEE FOUNDATION
RR#l Box 120

Weld, ME 04285-9722

We pledge Lhat 100% of your gift to the
Foundation will be used either for the direct provision
of scholarships to worthy boys or to build the capital
assets of the Foundation, the earnings of which are
used solely and entirely to provide scholarships. No
portion of your gift will be used for Foundation
administrative or overhead costs.

KEEP THE KAWANHEE SPIRIT ALIVE

At the Kawanhee banquet on August 14, each
camper and staff member was given a small candle
with the following message:

"Keep the spirit of Kawanhee burning in your
heart! On Christmas Eve, light this candle and place
it in a window facing north and remember your friends
from camp. Warm yourself with bright summer
memories knowing that Kawanhee campers all over
the world are doing the same."

We hope that all campers and staff will
remember this simple message and keep the Kawanhee
spirit alive all through the winter! See you in'94!

SPECIAL THANKS FROM THE FOUNDATION

Recent contributions to the Camp Kawanhee Foundation were given by Dr. James C. Murphy, and Thomas
Pears fV (given in memory of Forrest Dexter).

I
I

The Kawanhee

WIGWAM

Camp Kawanhee
RR #1 Box 120
Weld, Maine 04285-9722

First Class Mail


